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FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF TOPOLOGICAL /«MODULES

BY

ANN BATESON

Abstract. The main result of this paper is that if R is a countable, Noetherian ring,

then the underlying abelian group of every Ä-module is isomorphic to the fundamen-

tal group of some topological K-module. As a corollary, it is shown that for certain

varieties V (e.g., varieties of finite type) every abelian group in V is isomorphic to the

fundamental group of some arcwise connected topological algebra in V.

In this paper, we examine the class of abelian groups isomorphic to fundamental

groups of topological algebras in a variety V. Our main result (Theorem 3.1) is that

if R is a countable, Noetherian ring, then the underlying abelian group of every

A-module is isomorphic to the fundamental group of some topological .R-module.

Given any variety V, one can construct a unital ring R v such that the abelian groups

in V are precisely the underlying abelian groups of A ̂ modules [see §4]. Hence, we

have as a corollary to Theorem 3.1 that if R v is a countable, Noetherian ring (e.g., V

has finite type), every abelian group in V is isomorphic to the fundamental group of

some arcwise connected topological algebra in V.

In [6], Milnor proves that every countable abelian group is isomorphic to the

fundamental group of some topological group. As another consequence of Theorem

3.1, we have that Milnor's result is true for every abelian group regardless of its

cardinality.

§1 is devoted to preliminaries, with special emphasis on CW complexes. In §2 we

construct, for every unital ring R and every countable A-module A, a topological

A-module T(A) with trx(T(A)) isomorphic to A. We will construct T(A) as a

countable CW complex. If we try to repeat this construction with an uncountable

A-module, we run into the usual problem that the product topology on T(A) X T(A)

does not coincide with the CW topology and T(A) is not a topological A-module.

Milnor's method in [6] has the same limitation. A common procedure for dealing

with this problem with products is to change the topology on the product by

working in a "convenient category". Such a procedure would work to extend the

results of this section to all A-modules in the category of compactly generated

spaces, but Theorem 3.1 shows that we need not resort to a "convenient category"

when A is a countable, Noetherian ring.

In §3, we prove Theorem 3.1 by using structure theorems for modules over a

countable, Noetherian ring. If A is a countable, Noetherian ring and A is an

A-module, we first construct a topological A-module T with itx(T) containing the
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underlying abelain group of A as a subgroup. 7 is contained in a product P of

countable CW complexes and we topologize P with the box topology in order for T

to be a locally simply connected space. We complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 with a

covering space argument.

In §4, we examine the implications of Theorem 3.1 for varieties more general than

varieties of A-modules.

This paper evolved from a doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Col-

orado. I wish to give special thanks to Walter Taylor for his time, inspiration, and

generous sharing of ideas. I also thank Sidney Morris for helpful discussions, R.

Brown for informing me about "convenient categories", and the referee for suggest-

ing the description of the A-module T(A) used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

1. Preliminaries and notation. We first present the basic concepts connected with

C W complexes.

Let A stand for the set of real numbers and A" for real «-dimensional space.

Throughout this paper I will stand for the unit interval and I" E R" for the

«-dimensional cube. By a closed Euclidean n-cell, denoted by E", we mean a

homeomorphic image of /". È" will stand for the boundary of E" as a subset of A".

Definition 1.1. A cell structure on a set AT is a pair ( X, $), where $ is a collection

of maps of closed Euclidean cells into X satisfying:

(i) if <p E 0 and <p has domain E", then <jp is injective on E" — Ê";

(ii) the images [<p(E" - Èn) | <p G $} partition X;

(iii) if <p E 0 has domain E", then <p(Èn) E U {xP(Ek - Ék) \ xp E $ has domain

A^andÀ:^« - 1}.

If rp G $ has domain E", then <p(E") — a" is called an n-cell and we say that <p is

a characteristic map for a".

Definition 1.2. A cell structure is called closure finite if each n-cell a" meets only

finitely many open cells op — ap withp < n.

A cell structure is topologized in the following way.

Definition 1.3. Let (X, $) be a cell structure. We define the weak topology on X

with respect to $ by:

(i) each «-cell a has the quotient topology induced by (p„ where <pa(E") = a;

(ii) a set F E X is closed if and only if F P a is closed in a for each cell a of X.

Definition 1.4. A space A" is a CW complex if and only if there is a sequence of

closed subspaces X0 Q A", E ■ ■ ■ C X such that X = U Xn and

(i) the set X0 is discrete;

(ii) for each «, Xn is obtained from Xn_, by attaching «-cells;

(iii) the space X has the weak topology with respect to the closed sets Xn.

We conclude with some miscellaneous notation. Let A" be a topological space and

w, v. I -* X loops based at a. By w -hv, we mean that w is homotopic to v relative

to a by a homotopy H. By [w] we mean the homotopy equivalence class of loops

based at a containing w and by w * v we mean the loop defined by

(w * v)(t) = v(2t)   ifO<r<|,

= w(2t- 1)   if i<r< 1.
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All rings will be unital and all A-modules will be left A-modules. If A is an

A-module and S a submodule of A, for any a, b E A, a =sb means a — b E S. If T

is a topological A-module, itx(T) will stand for the fundamental group of T with

basepoint 0—i.e., itx(T) = trx(T, 0).

2. Countable A-modules. In this section we prove

Theorem 2.1. For any countable R-module A there exists an arcwise connected

topological R-module T(A) such that A — ttx(T(A)) as R-modules. Moreover, we can

construct T(A) such that

(i)for every a E A there is a loop wa: I -* T(A) such that for every r E A and t E I,

rwa(t) = wra(t) and the correspondence a -» [wa] is an isomorphism of A onto irx(T(A));

(Ü) 7(,4) is a CW complex.

Proof. Let 7(,4) be the A-module consisting of all A -valued functions on the unit

interval with finite support and vanishing at the endpoints. Let a ® / be the function

on the unit interval with value a at / and 0 elsewhere. Set a ® 0 = a ® 1 = 0. Then,

clearly,

Lemma 2.1. Every element f of T(A) can be uniquely written in the form

f=ax®tx + ---+an®tn,

for some nonzero elements ax,...,an of A and tx,...,tn El with 0 < i, <•••</„ < 1.

We will call a, ® r, + • • • +an ® tn as in Lemma 2.1 the canonical representation

of/.

We now define a cell structure on T(A). We will have an «-cell a for every

sequence (ax,...,a„) of elements of A and a will consist of all elements of the form

ax®tx + ---+a„®t„

where each /, varies over I subject to the condition: 0 < r, < t2 < • • ■ < t„ < 1. We

will use the expression "a cell a is given by (a,,... ,a„)" to mean a consists of the

above elements. We define a closed Euclidean cell Ê„ Ç [0,1]" by

Ea={(tx,...,tn)El:0<tx      •<in<l},

and a characteristic map q>a: Ea -* a by

tp„(tx.t„) = ax®tx + ---+a„®in.

Let$" = {<pa: aisacellgivenby(a„...,an)},4>°= {<p: 0 -» 0} and $ = U ~=0$n.

Lemma 2.2. (T(A), $) is a cell structure.

Proof. We must show (i)-(iii) of Definition 1.1. Each <p„ is injective on Ea — Êa

by Lemma 1.2. Likewise, [xpa(Ea — Éa): a varies over the cells of T(A)} partitions

T(A). If / G <p(Èa), then /= ax ® r, + • • • +an ® tn where some of the r,'s are

possibly 0 or 1 or equal. In any case, when we reduce / to its canonical representa-

tion,/belongs to a cell of a lower dimension.

Let (T(A), <P) have the weak topology with respect to 4>. To show that (T(A), $)

is a C W complex we need the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 2.3. (T(A), $) is closure finite.

Proof. We must show that each «-cell a" meets only finitely many open m-cells

am — dm for m< n. Suppose

a" P (om - am) =£0,       m<n,

and a" consists of all elements of the form

(1) ax®tx + ---+a„®t„,

where 0 </,...<<„ < 1. Since there are only finitely many ways (1) can be reduced

in length, there are only finitely many possibilities for am.

Lemma 2.4. The cells of (T(A),$) are closed subsets of T(A) with the weak

topology.

Proof. Let a be a cell given by (a,,... ,an) and let/ G d. Let x = (sx,... ,sn) E Èa

with %(x) = /. We define a set Gx = {(',,... ,/„) G Èa: if s, = 0 or 1, then i, = s,

and if Sj = si+x, then ?, = ti+x). Note that each Gx is a closed subset of Ea and, as x

varies over Èa, there are only finitely many distinct sets Gx. We claim that

%(GX) = t, where t is the cell with /Et-t, Assume t is given by (bx,...,bm).

Then we may reduce

(2) f=ax®sx + ---+a„®s„

to its canonical representation

(3) bi®rx + ---+bm®rm

where (rx,...,rm) G ET — ET. Now we reduce (2) to its canonical representation by

deleting all a, ® s, = 0 and replacing all a, ® s, + ai+x ® s,+ i by (a, + a,+ 1) ® s, if

Sj = jJ+1. Hence the sequence of group elements (bx,...,bm) depends only on those /

for which either s¡ — 0 or 1 or s, = si+x, and not on the particular value of s¡. Thus

(¡p0(Gx) E t. To prove the reverse inclusion, we first observe that by the reduction

process (rx,...,rm) is a subsequence (s¡^,...,s¡ ) of (sx,...,sn) with s¡ ¥^s¡ for

k^j. If g Et, g = bx®t'x + ■■■ +bm ® t'„ for some (t\,.. .,t'm)E ET". We 'may

embed (t'x,...,t'm) into a sequence (/„...,/„) G Gx with t¡ = /^. Then, <p0(/,,...,rn)

= g and <pa(Gx) = r.

Let a be any cell of (T(A), 4>). To show a is closed we must show that a P a' is

closed in a' for all cells a'. If a P a' = 0 or a', we are done. Let / G a P a'. If

/ G (a - à) P (a' - à'), then a = a' and a P a' = a'. If / G ó P (a' - ó') and

«PoC-*) — /. men TaC^x) = a' Ç à and again a P a' = o'. Assume /G d' and let

<p„,(y) — f, y E Èa,. Then ^„.(Gy) = t, where / G t — f. We look at two cases. If

f E a — a, then a = t and ^„'(Gy) = a P a'. If / G d, let %(x) = /. Then %(GX) —

<pa(Gy) = t and <p„(Gy) E a P a'. Hence, in both cases <pa>(Gy) E a P a' and so

IV "(a n a) = U G^, where the union is taken over all y such that <pa(y) E a P a'.

Since there are only finitely many sets Gy and each Gy is closed in Ea,, <p~ '(a P a') is

a closed subset of Ea„ Since a' has the quotient topology with respect to <p0-, a P a'

is closed in a'.

Lemma 2.5. (7(,4), $) is a CW complex.
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Proof. In Definition 1.4, take each Xn = the set of cells of T(A) of dimension

*£ «. It follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 and from standard arguments that each Xn

is closed. Conditions (i)-(iii) are obvious. For (i), note that X0 = {0}.

Lemma 2.6. T(A) is a topological R-module.

Proof. We must show that addition and scalar multiphcation are continuous.

Since A is by assumption a countable A-module, T(A) is a countable CW complex,

i.e., T(A) has only countably many cells. Hence by Theorem II.5.2 in [5], the product

space T(A) X T(A) is a CW complex with cells a X o', where a and a' are cells of

T(A). By Proposition II. 1.3 [5], it suffices to show that + restricted to a X a' is

continuous for all cells a, a' of T(A). It will be convenient to use the symbol h to

stand for the binary operation +—that is, A: T(A) X T(A) -> T(A) is defined by

h(a, b) = a + b.

Let abe an «-cell given by (ax,..., an) and a' an w-cell given by (an+x,...,an+m).

Then h(a, a') = a + a' is the set of all elements of the form

a, ® r, + • • • +d„ ® tn + ■ ■ ■ +a„+m ® tn+m,

where 0 </,<'—</„< 1 and 0 </.+!<••• < tn+m < 1.

Let E — EaX Ea,. For each permutation tt of {1,...,«! + «} such that ir(j) = i

and 7r(/) = k, where 1 < i <, k < n or n + l<i<k^n + m, imphes j < I, we

define a set

H„= {(xx,...,xm+n) G £:0 <*„(,)=£ ••• < x„ln+m) < l}.

Note that //„ is a closed subset of E, there are only finitely many sets Hn and

E = U/7^. Let o„ be the cell given by (a„,X),...,av(n+m)). Then H„ is homeomor-

phic to Ea^ by a homeomorphism A: E -» //„. If rp: E -* a X a' is the characteristic

map for a X a', <p„ = («<p)A. Since <p0 is continuous and X is a homeomorphism,

«rp f //^ is continuous for each w.

Let F be a closed subset of T(A). We will show that h~x(F) is closed. Now

<p~xh-\F) = Uirp-'«-^/-) P //„) and each ^"'«"'(F) P H„ is closed in //„,

and hence in £, since h<pf //„ is continuous. Since there are only finitely many sets

//„, <p~ '/i~ '(F) is closed in F. Since a X o' has the quotient topology with respect to

<p, «~ '(F) is closed in a X a'.

To show scalar multiphcation is continuous, first note that for each r E R and

each cell a given by (ax,...,an), if (a¡x,...,a¡t) is the largest subsequence of

(ax,...,an) such that for each j — l,...,k, ra¡ ¥= 0, then ra — {/•/: /Ea} is the

A:-cell given by (ra¡^... ,ra¡). We have the commutative diagram

Ea - Ero

% I I <P™
r

o       ^>       ro

where p is the projection p(tx,.. .,tn) = (f,,...,/,) G Fa and r(f ) = rf,f E a. If H

is a closed subset of ra, then xj>~xr~x(H) — p~xq>~x(H) is closed in F„ sincep and
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<pra are continuous. Since a has the quotient topology with respect to <p„, r~x(H) is

closed in a. Hence scalar multiphcation restricted to each cell o is continuous,

whence by Proposition II. 1.3 [5] it is continuous on T(A).

From Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we know that T(A) is a CW7complex and a topological

A-module. Hence we need only prove (i) of Theorem 2.1 and that A = 7r,(r(,4)) as

A-modules. Associate with each a E A the loop wa in T(A) defined by wa(t) — a ® t

for each t in the unit interval. Since wa = <pa where a is given by (a), it is continuous.

Clearly, for every r G A and t E I, rwa(t) = wra(t) in T(A) and we will show that

the correspondence a -» [wa] is a group isomorphism of A onto 77,(7(^)). Since T(A)

is a CW complex, the 1-cells of (T(A),<&) give the generators of <nx(T(A)) and the

2-cells give the relations. Since each 1 -cell a' is given by (a) for some a E A,

irx(T(A)) consists of the homotopy classes [wa], a E A. Each 2-cell a2 is given by

some (a, b), a, b E A, and consists of elements of the form

a® tx ®b® t2

where 0 < tx < t2 < 1. Note that Eai is a triangle with edges e, = / X {1}, e2 = {0}

X / and e3 = {(?, f): / G /}. <pCT2 r e, traces out wa, rpa2f e2 traces out wh and <p0f e3

traces out wa + wb. But since each a ® t + b ® / = (a + b) ® t for all / G /, (¡p02 c e3

traces out wa+b(t) and the relations of itx(T(A), 0) are

M + M = [wa+b],

whence a -» [wj is an isomorphism of ,4 onto 77,(7(,4)).

We can define a scalar multiplication on irx(T(A),0) by r[wj = [nvj = [wrJ.

This scalar multiplication makes nx(T(A),0) into an A-module and A and 7r,(r(,4))

are isomorphic as A-modules.

3. Modules over a countable, Noetherian ring. We use Theorem 2.1 to prove

Theorem 3.1. If R is a countable, Noetherian ring, then the underlying abelian group

Ac of every R-module A is isomorphic to trx(T(A)) for some arcwise connected

topological R-module T(A).

The link between Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 is the following lemma concerning the

structure of modules over a countable, Noetherian ring.

Lemma 3.1. If R is a countable, Noetherian ring, then every R-module can be

embedded into a direct sum of countable R-modules.

Proof. Assume A is a countable, Noetherian ring. Every A-module can be

embedded into an injective A-module [3, p. 80] and since A is Noetherian, every

injective A-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of uniform injective A-modules [3,

p. 103]. (An A-module is uniform if and only if each of its submodules is

indecomposable.) Hence, we need only show that every uniform injective A-module

is countable. Now a uniform injective A-module is isomorphic to the injective hull of

R/L for some meet irreducible left ideal L of A [3, p. 100]. Since A is countable, so

is R/L. Let A0 = R/L and let F be the injective hull of A0. We will show that F is

countable.
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Since F is injective, given any left ideal L' of A and any homomorphism a:

L' -» A0, a has an extension to a homomorphism a': R -> E. For each such a, fix an

extension a'. Let

Ax=A0+l 2 «'(*))>
* L\ an ideal of R, a' : L' -» .4 0

where + and 2 indicate the sum, not necessarily direct, of the submodule A0 and the

submodules a'(R). Then, Ax is a submodule of F such that every homomorphism a:

L' -> y40 has an extension to a homomorphism a': A -» Ax. Since A is a countable

Noetherian ring and A0 is a countable A-module,

(i) each a'( A) is countable,

(ii) the number of left ideals L' of A is countable, and

(iii) for each left ideal L, the number of homomorphisms a: L' -» A0 is countable.

Hence, Ax is a countable submodule of F.

Repeating the construction of Ax from A0, each time using ,4, in place of A0 to

construct ,4,+,, we generate a nest of countable submodules of F

A0EAXE ■■■EA,EAj+x...

such that for each left ideal L' and each homomorphism a: L' -» ,4,-, a has an

extension to a homomorphism a': A-»,4, + 1. Then, A = UA¡ is a countable

submodule of F. We claim A is injective. Let a: L' -» /I be a homomorphism and L'

a left ideal of A. Since A is Noetherian, U is finitely generated, whence a(L') E A¿

for some i. But then « has an extension to a homomorphism a': R -> Ai+, C A. That

A is injective follows from the Injective Test Lemma [3, p. 73]. By the minimality of

the injective hull E D A D A0, E = A and so F is countable.

For the rest of this section A will stand for a countable, Noetherian ring.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A be an arbitrary A-module. Then, by Lemma 3.1,

there exist countable A-modules Ax, X E A, such that A can be embedded into ®AX

as a submodule. For each X E A, let T(AX) be the topological A-module of Theorem

2.1. In particular, the underlying abelian group of Ax is isomorphic to -nx(T(Ax)).

We look at the product IIT(,4X) with the box topology—i.e., sets of the form WGX,

Gx open in T(AX), form a basis for the topology. We will use the notation WBT(AX)

to indicate the box topology. We will write elements of a product \IXX as (xx),

xx E Xx for each X. We will use the symbol px to stand for the projection of II A\

onto Xx. Iff.X^ UXX, A = Px ° /■ H /v X-* X» (fx): X-+UXxia the function

defined by (A)A = A- Given an element (xx)E UXX, by the expression "xx has

property P almost everywhere" (abbreviated a.e.), we mean xx has this property for

all but finitely many X. Similarly, if/: X-* WXX, for "/has a property P a.e." we

mean fx has this property for all but finitely many A. We will use the following

remarks about the box topology.

Remark 3.1. Each projection ox: WBXX -* Xx is continuous, and hence if /:

X -» UBXX is continuous, so is each A : X -* Xx.

Remark 3.2. If/: X -» IIBA'X is such that A is identically constant a.e. and each fx

is continuous, then/is continuous.
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Proof. If IIflGA is a basic open set, fax(üBGx) — (~^f\X(Gx), which is open since

each A'(CA) is open and fx~x(Gx) = A'or 0 a.e.

Lemma 3.2. IIflT(,4A) is a topological R-module.

Proof. Immediate from the fact that each T(AX) is a topological A-module.

We restrict our attention to the direct sum ®BT(AX), topologized as a subspace of

UBT(AX). Since IIBT(,4A) is a topological A-module and ®BT(AX) is a submodule

of UT(AX), (BBT(AX) is also a topological A-module.

Since A can be embedded into ©,4A Ç II,4A, we will express each a E A as a

sequence (ax), ax E Ax with ax = 0 a.e.. Let wa : I -» 7(,4A) be the loop represent-

ing ax in Theorem I (ii). If ax = 0, wa^ = 0. Let wa = (wax). Then, since wa^ = 0 a.e.,

wa: I -* ®B T(AX) and, by Remark 3.2, wa is continuous. Let

«0={[wa]:a<=A} Ct7,(©7(,4a)).

Let tp: A -» tt0 be defined by <p(a) = [wa]. Then,

Lemma 3.3. w0 w a subgroup of-rrx(®B T(AX)) and<p: Ac -» w0 ¿s a« isomorphism of

AG onto ir0, where Ac is the underlying abelian group of the R-module A.

Proof. Since <p(A) = tt0, it suffices to show that <p is a monomorphism. Let

a = (aA> and b = (bx). Then <p(a) * <p(b) = [<%>] * [<»%>] = [<wax * w0x>]. By

Theorem 2.1, for each X, wax * wbx is homotopic to wa^+b^ in T(AX) by a homotopy

//A. Since wa = wb =0 a.e., /7A may be taken to be identically 0 a.e. Hence by

Remark 3.2, (Hx) is continuous and [(wa * wb )] — [(w +b )]. That is,

<p(a) * <p(b) = <p(a + b), or <p is a homomorphism. If <p(a) — <p(b), then (iva ) is

homotopic to (wb ) by a homotopy H. By Remark 3.1, each Hx: IX I -» T(AX) is

continuous, whence, for each X, wa is homotopic to wb , ax = bx and so a = b.

To construct a covering space T(,4) of ©B7(,4A) with fundamental group

isomorphic to ir0 we need that ®BT(AX) is an arcwise connected, locally arcwise

connected, and locally simply connected space. Since each T(AX) is arcwise con-

nected, it follows from Remark 3.2 that (&BT(AX) is arcwise connected. We prove

that ©B 7(,4A) is locally arcwise connected and locally simply connected by proving

the stronger result in Lemma 3.5. For the proof of Lemma 3.5, we need

Lemma 3.4. For every vertex a of a CW complex X and for every open set V with

a G V, there exists an open set U, a E U E V, and a strong deformation retraction p of

U onto a such that for any open set G, a E G E U, there exists an open set H,

a EH QG,andp(HXI)EH.

Proof. We review the proof of Theorem II.6.1. [5, p. 63], in which an open set

U E V and a strong deformation retraction p of U onto a are constructed. The

existence of an open set H with a E H E G E U and p(H X I) E H follows

immediately from an examination of this proof.

For each «-cell a of X, fix a characteristic map <pa: D" -» a where D" is the

Euclidean «-disc. X" will denote the «-dimensional skeleton of X and C will denote

C P X", where C Ç X.
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U and p are constructed by recursively constructing each U" and a strong

deformation retraction p" of U" onto a. For « = 0, let U° = a and define p° by

p°(a, t) = a, 0 < / «£ 1. Suppose for each k < n we have constructed Í7* and a

strong deformation retraction pk of ¿7* onto a such that

1. Uk is open in Xk, Uk C Vk, where Uk is the closure of Uk, and £/* P Xk~x =

[/*-', and
2. p*(jc, í) = *for0<í <2_*andp*r i/*"1 XI = pk~x.

We construct Í7" and p" with these same properties.

For each «-cell a whose interior meets V, we look at a characteristic map <pa:

D" -> a. Note that <p7'(t/"~') C />", where />" is the boundary of D". Let 5 equal

the distance between <p~x(U"~x) and D" - y~x(V) and let

H/"= {(1 -s)z:z Grp7,(<7n"1)and0<s<0/4}.

We have <p0(W;") C V. Let Í7„" = %(Wan) and Î7" = C/"-' U (U aUa"). Then U" E

U" C V and one may easily verify that U" is open in X".

Let T>" — {0} stand for the «-disc with the center removed. Define r": (D" — {0})

X[0,2-"+x]^D"X {0}by

r"(x, t)=x   for0<i<s2~",

r"(x, t) = (2 - 2"t)x + (2"t - 0(-iïf]|)    for2-',<í<2-^+,.

That is, r" is a radial deformation retraction of D" — {0} onto D". If a is a «-cell,

Wn r- Dn _ r0|   and  r„(Wn x [o,2-"+1]) E Wan.  Let /•„" = r"r W^" X [0,2""+l].

Note that /•„" is a radial deformation retraction of W" onto (¡p~ '(i/"- ').

We define a strong deformation retraction p" of U" onto a by

p"(x,í)=<P„>-;((p-,(x),í)    for x G a,       0<i<2-"+1,

p"(x,í) =p"-1(p"(x,2""+1),i)    for2-"+1 </< 1.

Then, p" has the properties in (ii) above and our induction is completed. We take

p = Up" and U = U 17".

Given an open set G with a E G C U, we may replace K by G in the above

construction to obtain an open set H, a E H EG, and a strong deformation

retraction pH of H onto a. However, examining the above construction of p, we see

that p is constructed from the characteristic maps <pa and the radial deformation

retractions r" and these maps do not depend upon the open set V, whence

Pn = pt HXI and so p(H X I) Q H.

Lemma 3.5. For every a E ©B 7(,4A) and every open set V containing a there is an

open set U, a E U E V, and a strong deformation retraction p of U onto a. Hence,

®BT(AX) is locally arcwise connected and locally simply connected.

Proof. Since (&BT(AX) is a topological group, we may assume without loss of

generality that a = 0 and V is a neighborhood of 0. Hence V contains an open set of

the form \\BVX P ®BT(AX) where for each X, 0 G Vx and Vx is open in 7(,4A).

Each T(AX) is a CW complex. Let Í7A E Vx, 0 G Ux, be the open set of Lemma 3.4
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and pA the strong deformation retraction of Ux onto 0. Let U = \JBUX P ©s T(AX)

Q]JBVX P ®BT(AX). Define a mapp: ¿7 X /-» fJby

P((x\)>*)= (P\(x\>*))

for every (xA) G U and / G /. Since xx = 0 a.e., px(xx, t) — 0 a.e. and p((xx), t) E

U. We claim that p is a strong deformation retraction of Í7 onto 0.

We need only show that p is continuous. Take any y ELS and an open set

G = IIGA P ©flF(,4A) with y EG. Without loss of generality, we may assume

GXE UXE Vx. Suppose p(x, t) — y, where x = (xx), xx = 0 a.e. For each X such

that xx = 0, appealing to Lemma 3.4, we select an open set Hx E Gx with 0 G Hx

such that px(Hx X I) E Hx E Gx. Assume only xA.jca   are unequal to 0. Since

each px , i — l,...,m, is continuous, there is an open set Hx of 7(,4A) with

xx E Hx and an open set /A of I with t E Ix such that p(Hx , Ix ) E Gx . Let

H = UHX P ©B T(AX) and /' '= D ™ , 7Aj. Then (x, t) E H X I' and'p(H X '/') Ç

G, whence p is continuous.

Since ©BT(,4A) is arcwise connected and locally simply connected, we can

construct the covering space 7(,4) of ©B 7(,4A) with fundamental group isomorphic

to tt0 and hence to Ac. Since ©B T(AX) is a topological group, so is T(A) [4, p. 217].

We complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by showing that T(A) is a topological

A-module.

We define scalar multiphcation in T(A) in the obvious way. Recall that the

elements ofT(A) are equivalence classes [w] of paths w with w(0) = 0. Two paths

w and u are equivalent if there exists a loop u, [u] E v0, with w ^Hu* v.

For each equivalence class {w}„ and for each r E A, we define r ■ {w}Vo = {rw}^,

where rw is the path given by (rw)(t) = r(w(t)) for all t E I. We verify that

multiplication is well defined. Suppose w ^h u * v, {u)H E itq. Then

rw —ffr(u*v) — ru * rv.

Since {u} E 770, m is homotopic to a loop (w ) where (ax) E AG and each wa^ is the

loop representing ax as in Theorem 2.1 (i). Hence

ru * rv — h r ( wa ) * rv

= (rwax> *ro

= ("O *rv-

Since [<wrax>] G w0, rv E {rw},?.

The proof that scalar multiplication is continuous is routine and left to the reader.

We can define scalar multiplication on w0 = {[wj: a E A} C ttx((BT(Ax),0) by

r[wa] = [wra]. Let wa be wa lifted to T(A). Since w,(F(^l)) = {[wa\. a E A), we can

likewise define scalar multiplication on irx(T(A)) in such a way that

Corollary 3.1. nx(T(A)) and A are isomorphic as R-modules.

Taking A = Z in Theorem 3.1, we have

Corollary 3.2. Every abelian group is isomorphic to the fundamental group of some

topological group.
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4. Applications to Universal Algebra. Theorem 3.1 has apphcations to algebraic

structures other than A-modules and, in fact, was inspired by Walter Taylor's paper

Varieties obeying homotopy laws [7]. In this section we define some terms from

Universal Algebra which we will use to describe these applications.

An algebra 21 of type (n,),eT consists of a nonempty set A together with a family

(St)teT °f operations such that/,: A"' -» A for each t E T. By a variety V, we mean a

class of algebras for which there exists a set 2 of equations such that 21 G V if and

only if e holds true in 31 for every e£l For example, one speaks of the variety of

groups, the variety of A-modules, and the variety of lattices. By a topological algebra

in a variety V, we mean a structure (A, ?T, f,),eT, where (A, 5" ) is a Hausdorff space,

(A, f,)ieT E V, and each/: A"1 -> A is continuous with the product topology on A"'.

A groupoid is a small category in which every morphism is an isomorphism. A

groupoid in a variety F is a structure (G, D, -, "', f,)lfET such that (G, f,)teTE V,

(G, D, ■, ~x) is a groupoid, where D E G X G is the domain of the binary operation
-i

•, and D -» G and G -> G are F-homomorphisms (i.e., they commute with the

operations/, t E T). A group in a variety Fis a one object groupoid in V.

Let F be a variety and let Tlv = {G: G is a group isomorphic to the fundamental

group of some arc-component of some topological algebra in V). Let %v = {G: G is

the automorphism group of some object of some groupoid in V}.

Taylor proves in [7] that T\v E %v and the group laws obeyed by all groups in Tlv

coincide with those laws obeyed by all groups in %v. Whether or not Tlv = §v

remains an open question. However, as a corollary to Theorem 3.1, we prove

(Theorem 4.1) that under certain conditions &v E ITv where &v E%v consists of all

abelian groups in V.

In [7], Taylor mentions the previously known fact that for each variety V there is a

unital ring A v such that the abelian groups in V are precisely the underlying abelian

groups of A ̂ modules. For any variety V, A v is constructed by taking noncommut-

ing free generators a{,.. .,a{ for each «-ary operation/and setting

Rv= Z[a{: all/, alii]/2,

where Z is the ring of integers and 2 is an ideal constructed as follows. For each

«-ary operation /, write

f(xx,...,x„) = a{xx + ••• +afnxn.

Let w, and w2 be the coefficients of an arbitrary variable x¡ in terms t, and t2, where

t, = t2 is an equation of V. Then 2 is generated by all such wx — w2. (For more

details, see [7, p. 521].) For example, let F be the variety defined by the equations

(*) f(x,x) = x,      f(f(x,y),x)=y.

Let G be an abelian group in V. Since/: G2 -* G is a group homomorphism, we have

endomorphisms a,: G -> G, i = 1,2, such that

f(x, y) = ax(x) + a2(y).

The equations (*) imply

(**) a, + a2 = 1,        a2 + a2 = 0,        a\a2 = !•
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Let 2 be the ideal generated by ax + a2 — 1, a2 + a2, and axa2 — 1. Then Rv —

Z[a,,a2]/2. Clearly, every abelian group in V is an A-module and given any

Ajz-module G, we can use a, and a2 to define a homomorphism/: G2 -> G satisfying

(*). Incidentally, since a, = (1 + f3i)/2 and a2 — (I — f3i)/2 satisfy (**), Rv =

Z[(l + vT 0/2].
If 7 is a topological A-module for any variety V, we can use a{',...,a{' to define

the «,-ary operation/ on the underlying topological space of T and (T, /,),<= r is a

topological algebra in V. Hence, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that

Theorem 4.1. If V is a variety such that Rv is a countable, Noetherian ring, then

every abelian group in V is isomorphic to the fundamental group of some arcwise

connected topological algebra in V.

If F is a variety of finite type, then Rv is countable and, by Hubert's basis

theorem, Noetherian, whence

Theorem 4.2. // V is a variety of finite type, then every abelian group in V is

isomorphic to the fundamental group of some arcwise connected topological algebra in

V.

In [7] Taylor proves that if every group in V obeys a group law X and (A, S\ f,),eT

is a topological algebra in F with one element subalgebra [a], then trx(A, a) obeys X.

From Theorem 4.1, we can prove the partial converse.

Corollary 4.1. Let V be a variety such that Rv is a countable, Noetherian ring.

Suppose that far every topological algebra (A, S", f¡),eT in V with one element

subalgebra {a}, ttx(A, a) obeys X. Then every abelian group in V obeys X.

Proof. Let G be an abelian group in V. Then, by Theorem 4.1, G - irx(A, a)

where (A, 9", f,),eT is a topological algebra in V and a E A. (A, 9", f,)lf=T E V is

constructed from an A ̂ -module whose underlying set is A and a is the zero of A as

an A-module, whence f,(a,...,a) = a for every t ET and {a} is a one element

subalgebra of A. By assumption irx(A, a) obeys X, whence G obeys X.
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